
Pitney Bowes Group 1 Software Announces MAIL360(TM) Solution to Ease Intelligent Mail(R) Barcode
Transition

LANHAM, Md., September 15, 2008 - Pitney Bowes Group 1 Software today announced MAIL360™, the most
comprehensive solution in the industry to leverage the value of the United States Postal Service’s (USPS) Intelligent
Mail® technology. MAIL360 increases business efficiency while ensuring maximum postal discounts. Coupled with USPS
ACS and Confirm® data, MAIL360 provides users with a 360-degree view of their mailstream, both in outgoing and
remittance mail. MAIL360 also incorporates data management capabilities, making individual mail piece delivery data
available to business departments across the enterprise, including billing, marketing and customer call centers. 

MAIL360 enables existing Pitney Bowes Group 1 Software customers to transition quickly to Intelligent Mail® barcode
and streamline business processes around their customer communications. New customers will benefit from MAIL360’s
extensible architecture, which allows them to meet USPS compliance today and enables them to add advanced mail
piece track and trace capabilities later. "Software tools that leverage event-driven data from the print and mail production
center enable organizations to realize valuable cost savings. In fact, the productivity improvements they provide can
generate immediate and significant labor cost savings," said Pete Basiliere, research director for print markets and
management, Gartner. 

MAIL360 will help organizations eliminate return mail handling, improve data quality and proof of delivery and drive ROI
outside of the mail operation to increase overall business efficiency. For instance, MAIL360 benefits call centers by
providing agents with precise mail remittance information, helping them resolve inquiries and waive late fees more
selectively. In addition, real-time knowledge of when customer remittances enter the mailstream enables an organization
to reduce collection calls. Precision inbound tracking also allows collection centers to suppress production of unnecessary
dunning notices, which leads to increased savings in both printing and postage costs while maintaining good customer
relations. 

“MAIL360 provides enormous value across the entire organization, driving cost-saving improvements in areas such as
billing, call centers and marketing,” said Mike Cooper, Pitney Bowes Group 1 Software’s General Manager for
Communications Intelligence. “While our solutions will continue to focus on address quality and providing savings in
mission critical mail operation environments, we are also helping companies leverage their Intelligent Mail® barcode
investment to drive further business efficiencies and cost savings throughout the enterprise.” 

MAIL360 provides a wide range of integration options to support Intelligent Mail® barcode generation, augmenting
existing address coding or mail sorting applications such as Pitney Bowes Group 1 Software’s MailStream Plus, Finalist
and CODE-1 Plus. Group 1 Software’s Communications Intelligence division, formerly known as Mailing Efficiency,
provides world-class enterprise solutions for solving specific business process problems where a mailing address is
important. Communications Intelligence provides the tools, platform and services required to manage customer
information through address standardization, data cleansing, data augmentation and mail track and trace. 

About Pitney Bowes Group 1 Software, Inc. 

Pitney Bowes Group 1 Software, part of Pitney Bowes, Inc. (NYSE:PBI), provides innovative software solutions that help
more than 3,000 organizations maximize the value of customer data to improve profitability, increase effectiveness,
strengthen customer relationships and streamline mailroom operations. Its comprehensive Customer Data Management
(CDM), Customer Communication Management (CCM), and Communications Intelligence solutions span from database
to delivery, adding value to every aspect of communication. Industry leaders - Entergy, ING, L.L. Bean, MapQuest,
Microsoft, Safeco Insurance, Wal-Mart and Wells Fargo - rely on the company's solutions. Visit www.g1.com and 
www.pb.com for more information. 

Group 1 and Group 1 Software are trademarks or registered trademarks of Pitney Bowes Software Inc. Pitney Bowes and
the Pitney Bowes Process Bar Design are trademarks or registered trademarks of Pitney Bowes, Inc. All other brand
names and trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 

Of Note 

This press release contains forward-looking statements that involve risks and uncertainties. For this purpose, any

http://www.g1.com
http://www.pb.com


statement that is not a statement of historical fact is a forward-looking statement, including without limitation statements
concerning market demand for Pitney Bowes Group 1 Software's products and solutions, the potential benefits of Pitney
Bowes Group 1's software to customers, and the integration of Pitney Bowes Group 1's software offerings with existing
solutions. Factors that may cause these statements not to be true or to differ materially from the manner in which they
are presented include potential difficulties related to third party integration of Pitney Bowes Group 1's software, market
acceptance of Pitney Bowes Group 1's offerings, decreased spending by customers or potential customers on technology
solutions and the impact of economic trends that affect generally the market for Pitney Bowes Group 1's software and
other product offerings. Pitney Bowes Group 1 takes no responsibility to update any forward-looking statements. 


